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Abstract
Surveys are used to collect data on a subset of a finite population. Most
often, the interest lies in estimating finite population parameters such as popu-
lation totals and means. In some surveys, auxiliary information is available at
the population level. This information may be incorporated in the estimation
procedures to increase their precision. Model-assisted procedures may be based
on parametric or nonparametric models. In this paper, we propose a new class of
model-assisted procedures based on random forests based on partitions built at
the population level as well as at the sample level. We derive associated variance
estimators and we establish the theoretical properties of the proposed proce-
dures. A model-calibration procedure that has the ability to handle multiple
survey variables is discussed. Finally, the results of a simulation study suggest
that the proposed point and estimation procedures perform well in term of bias,
efficiency and coverage in a wide variety of settings.
Key words: Model-assisted approach; Model-calibration; Nonparametric regression; Random
forest; Survey data; Variance estimation.
1 Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Särndal (1980), Robinson and Särndal (1983) and Särn-
dal and Wright (1984), model-assisted estimation procedures have attracted a lot of
attention in the literature; see also Särndal et al. (1992) for a comprehensive discus-
sion of the model-assisted approach. At the estimation stage, auxiliary information is
Mehdi Dagdoug’s research was supported by grants of the region of Franche-Comté and
Médiamétrie.
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often available and can be incorporated to increase the precision of point estimation
procedures. The model-assisted approach starts with postulating a working model, de-
scribing the relationship between a survey variable Y and a set of p auxiliary variables
X1, X2, . . . , Xp. The model is fitted to the sample observations to obtain predicted val-
ues, which are then incorporated in the estimation procedure. Model-assisted estima-
tors are asymptotically design-unbiased and design consistent, irrespective of whether
or not the working model is correctly specified, which is an attractive feature; see Särn-
dal et al. (1992) and Breidt and Opsomer (2017), among others. When the working
model holds, model-assisted estimators are expected to be highly efficient. However,
when the sample size is small, the use of model-assisted estimators requires some
caution as they may suffer from small sample bias.
Consider a finite population U = {1, ..., k, ..., N} of size N . We are interested in
estimating the population total of a survey variable Y , ty =
∑
k∈U yk. We select a
sample S, of size n, according to a sampling design P(S | ZU), where ZU denote the
matrix of design information available prior to sampling for all the population units.
Let IU = (I1, ..., Ik, ..., IN)> denotes the N -vector of sample selection indicators such
that Ik = 1 if k ∈ S and Ik = 0, otherwise. The first-order and second-order inclusion
probabilities are given by pik = E [Ik | ZU ] and pikl = E [IkI` | ZU ] , respectively.
A basic estimator of ty is the well-known Horvitz-Thompson estimator given by
t̂pi =
∑
k∈S
yk
pik
. (1)
Provided that pik > 0 for all k ∈ U , the estimator (1) is design-unbiased for ty in
the sense E
[
t̂y,pi | yU ,ZU
]
= ty, where yU = (y1, y2, ..., yN)
>. The Horvitz-Thompson
estimator makes no use of auxiliary information beyond what is already contained in
the matrix ZU .
We assume that a vector xk = (xk1, xk2, . . . , xkp)> of auxiliary information is avail-
able for all k ∈ U . We also assume that yk, k ∈ U, are independent realizations from
a working model ξ, often referred to as a superpopulation model:
E [yk | Xk = xk] = m(xk), (2)
V(yk | Xk = xk) = σ2ν(xk),
where m(·) and ν(·) are two unknown functions and σ2 is an unknown parameter.
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We start by assuming that Model (2) is fitted at the population level. Let m˜N(xk)
be the population-level fit associated with unit k obtained by fitting a parametric or
nonparametric procedure (see below). This leads to the pseudo generalized difference
estimator
t̂pgd =
∑
k∈U
m˜N(xk) +
∑
k∈S
yk − m˜N(xk)
pik
. (3)
Because the values m˜N(xk) do not involve the vector of sample selection indicators
IU , if follows that E
[
t̂pgd | yU ,ZU ,XU
]
= ty, where XU is the N × p matrix whose N
rows are the vectors x1, . . . ,xN . That is, the pseudo generalized difference estimator
(3) is design-unbiased for ty. In the sequel, we use the simpler notation Ep [·] instead
of E [·|ZU ,XU ,yU ] to denote the expectation operator with respect to the sampling
design P(S|ZU). Similarly, the notation Vp [·] is used to denote the design variance of
an estimator.
Most often, (3) is unfeasible as the population-level fits m˜N(xk) are unknown.
Using the sample observations, we fit the working model and obtain the sample-level
fits m̂(xk). Replacing m˜N(xk) with m̂(xk) in (3), we obtain the so-called model-assisted
estimator of ty:
t̂ma =
∑
k∈U
m̂(xk) +
∑
k∈S
yk − m̂(xk)
pik
. (4)
Unlike (3), the estimator (4) is no longer design-unbiased, but under mild regularity
conditions, can be shown to be design-consistent for ty for a relatively wide class of
procedures m̂(·). The model-assisted estimator (4) is expressed as the sum of the
population total of the predictions m̂(xk) and adjustment term that can be viewed as
a protection against model-misspecification.
If m̂(xk) = x>k β̂ with coefficients estimated by weighted least squares, the esti-
mator (4) reduces to the well-known generalized regression (GREG) estimator; e.g.,
see Särndal et al. (1992, Chap. 6). Model-assisted estimators based on generalized
linear models were considered by Lehtonen and Veijanen (1998) and Firth and Ben-
nett (1998), among others. There are some practical issues associated with the use
of a parametric model such as linear and generalized linear models: they may lead to
inefficient model-assisted estimators if the function m(·) is misspecified or if the model
fails to include interactions or predictors that account for curvature (e.g., quadratic
and cubic terms). In contrast, nonparametric procedures are robust to model missp-
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eficiation, which is a desirable property. A number of nonparametric model-assisted
estimation procedures have been studied in the last two decades: local polynomial re-
gression (Breidt and Opsomer, 2000), B-splines (Goga, 2005) and penalized B-splines
(Goga and Ruiz-Gazen, 2014), penalized splines (Breidt et al., 2005); (McConville and
Breidt, 2013), neural nets (Montanari and Ranalli, 2005), generalized additive mod-
els (Opsomer et al., 2007), nonparametric additive models (Wang and Wang, 2011)
and regression trees (Toth and Eltinge, 2011; McConville and Toth, 2019). Except
for neural networks, the other aforementioned nonparametric methods suffer from the
curse of dimensionality. That is, the resulting estimators tend to breakdown if the
dimension of x is large.
In this paper, we propose a new class of model-assisted estimators of ty based on
random forest (RF) estimation of m(·) in (2). Generally speaking, RF is an ensemble
method which consists of creating a large number of regression trees and combining
them to produce more accurate predictions than a single regression tree would. Re-
gression trees define a class of algorithms which recursively split the p-dimensional
predictor space into distinct and non-overlapping regions. That is, a tree algorithm
m˜tree generates a partition of regions or hyperrectangles, of Rp. For an observation
belonging to a given region, the prediction is simply obtained by averaging the y-values
associated ith the units belonging to the same region. While regression trees are prac-
tical in the sense that they allow the user to visualize and interpret the model in a very
simple way (Hastie et al., 2011, pp. 306), they may suffer from a high model variance,
hence their qualification of "weak learners". Many tree-based procedures have been
suggested with the aim of improving the predictive performance of regression trees,
including pruning (Breiman et al., 1984), Bayesian regression trees (Chipman et al.,
1998), gradient boosting (Friedman, 2001) and RF (Breiman, 2001).
Several empirical studies suggest that RF can outperform state-of-the-arts predic-
tion models such as k-nearest neighbors and support vector machines; see e.g., Hamza
and Larocque (2005) and Díaz-Uriarte and de Andrés (2006). Therefore, RF are widely
used due to their predictive performances in various complex settings such as small
sample sizes, high-dimensional regressor space or complex superpopulation model, and
in a wide variety of applications, ranging from medicine (Fraiwan et al., 2012), time
series analysis (Kane et al., 2014), agriculture (Grimm et al., 2008) and missing data
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(Stekhoven and Buhlmann, 2011).
To the best of our knowledge, only little is known about the theoretical properties
of the RF estimator of m(·) based on the original algorithm of Breiman (2001). Of-
ten, the theoretical investigations are made at the expense of simplifying assumptions
or focus on different algorithms; see for instance Biau et al. (2008) and Biau (2012).
Two notable exceptions are Wager (2014) and Scornet et al. (2015), who established
the theoretical properties of an algorithm closely related to that of Breiman (2001).
All these algorithms, including the original RF of Breiman (2001), have in common
that they are built upon "stochastic" (or randomized) regression trees. Thanks to
the stochastic nature of the splitting criterion, the resulting regression trees are dif-
ferent from one another; see Section 2 for a more in-depth discussion. A number of
empirical studies have investigated the performance of RF for complex survey data.
Two recent references are Tipton et al. (2013) and De Moliner and Goga (2018). In
a survey sampling context, the theoretical properties of RF algorithms have not been
yet established, even in the absence of nonsampling errors. This paper aims to fill this
important gap.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The general setting underlying regres-
sion trees and random forests is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we suggest two
classes of model-assisted estimators based on random forest: the first class considers
partitions built at the population level, while the second class considers partitions at
the sample level. We establish the theoretical properties of model-assisted estimators
based on RF in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe a model-calibration procedure
for handling multiple survey variables. Finite sample performances of the proposed
point and variance estimation procedures are examined through a simulation study
reported in Section 6. The paper ends with some final remarks in Section 7. Proofs
of major results and further technical details are relegated to the Appendix and the
Supplementary Material.
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2 Regression trees and random forests
2.1 Regression trees
The original RF uses regression trees based on the classification and regression tree
algorithm (CART) of Breiman et al. (1984), whereby the partition of the predictor
space is created by a greedy recursive algorithm. This algorithm searches for the
splitting variable and the splitting position (i.e., the coordinates on the predictor
space where to split) for which the difference in empirical variance in the node before
and after splitting is maximized. Let A be a node with cardinality #(A) considered
for the next split and CA be the set of possible splits in the node A, which corresponds
to the set of all possible pairs (j, z) = (variable, position). This splitting process is
performed by searching for the best split (j∗, z∗) for which the following empirical
CART population criterion is maximized:
LN(j, z) =
1
#(A)
∑
k∈U
1xk∈A
{
(yk − y¯A)2 1xk∈A −
(
yk − y¯AL1xkj<z − y¯AR1xkj≥z
)2}
,
(5)
where AL = {k ∈ A;xjk < z}, AR = {k ∈ A;xjk > z} and y¯A is the average of the
y-values for the units belonging to A. The best cut is always performed in the middle
of two consecutive data points. In practice, it is common to impose a minimal number
of observations N0 (say) in each terminal node. In this case, the splitting process if
performed until an additional split generates a terminal node with fewer observations
than N0.
Figure 1 below illustrates how the recursive splitting procedure creates a partition
in the simple case of two auxiliary variables X1 and X2 with TU = 5 splits. Each
grey rotated square represents a split (variable, position) performed at some position
along one of the two auxiliary variables, X1 or X2. The white ellipses represent the
6 terminal nodes, also represented by the scatter plot on the right; see also Biau and
Devroye (2014) for a similar illustration.
We now turn to the case of a finite population U . As a starting point, we consider
the hypothetical situation, where yk and xk are observed for all k ∈ U AND assume
that the regression tree is fitted at the population level. Let TU −1 denote the number
6
Figure 1: A regression tree (left) and the corresponding partition of R2 (right).
of splits that were performed. The splitting process leads to the set
PU =
{
A
(U)
1 , . . . , A
(U)
g , . . . , A
(U)
TU
}
(6)
of TU hyperrectangles of Rp such that A(U)g
⋂
A
(U)
g′ = ∅, for all g 6= g′ ∈ {1, 2, .., TU}
and
TU⋃
g=1
A(U)g = Rp. Thus, the set PU defines a partition of Rp, whose elements are
called the terminal nodes.
The population-level fit based on regression trees for k ∈ A(U)g , is given by
m˜N,tree(xk) =
TU∑
g=1
1
A
(U)
g
(xk)y
(U)
g (7)
= y(U)g if k ∈ A(U)g ,
where
y(U)g =
1
#
(
A
(U)
g
) ∑
k∈A(U)g
yk.
Note that the population fit (7) may be obtained by fitting a linear re-
gression model based on the population units using the indicator variables
1
A
(U)
1
(xk), . . . ,1A(U)g (xk), . . . ,1A(U)TU
(xk) as the set of predictors. Therefore, a regression
tree approximates the unknown regression function m(·) by m˜N,tree(·), a piece-wise
constant mapping from Rp to R.
Let AN(xk) denote the split belonging to the partition PU given in (6) and that
contains xk. Then, m˜N,tree(xk) in (7) can be written as a finite population total as
follows:
m˜N,tree(xk) =
∑
`∈U
1AN (xk) (x`) y`
NN(xk)
, (8)
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where NN(xk) =
∑
`∈U 1AN (xk)(x`) is the cardinality of AN(xk).
2.2 Random forests
To introduce RF in a finite population setting, we again assume that yk and xk are
observed for all k ∈ U . RF are based on a (large) number B (say) of regression trees.
The prediction attached to unit k is defined as the average of the predictions produced
by each of the B regression trees. That is,
m˜N,rf (xk) =
1
B
B∑
b=1
m˜
(b)
N,tree(xk),
where m˜(b)N,tree(xk) is the predicted value attached to unit k obtained from the bth
regression tree, b = 1, . . . , B.
Obviously, if m˜(1)N,tree(xk) = . . . = m˜
(b)
N,tree(xk) = . . . = m˜
(B)
N,tree(xk), then
m˜N,rf (xk) = m˜
(1)
N,tree(xk). Such a situation would occur if each regression tree uses
a deterministic splitting criterion, which would lead to B identical partitions of Rp.
To cope with this issue, RF are built upon B stochastic regression trees. Stochas-
tic or randomized predictors are those that use a random variable θ to obtain the
predictions. More specifically, let (Θ,F) be a measurable space and let θ ∈ Θ. A
stochastic predictor is an arbitrary function f(xk, θ) which may use θ in order to yield
its predicted value at the point xk; see e.g. Biau et al. (2008). This means that two
different stochastic regression trees fitted on the same data set would generally yield
two different partitions of Rp, which in turn would yield two different predicted values
at the point xk.
Let θ(U)1 , θ
(U)
2 , ..., θ
(U)
B be a sequence of independent random variables distributed ac-
cording to θ and independent of U . Let m˜(1)tree(·, θ(U)1 ), . . . , m˜(B)tree(·, θ(U)B ) be B stochastic
or randomized regression trees. A RF predictor attached to unit k is defined as
m˜N,rf (xk) =
1
B
B∑
b=1
m˜
(b)
N,tree(xk, θ
(U)
b ). (9)
The original algorithm of Breiman (2001) at the population level is implemented
as follows:
1. Select B bootstrap data sets DN
(
θ
(U)
1
)
, DN
(
θ
(U)
2
)
, . . . , DN
(
θ
(U)
B
)
, with re-
placement from DN = {xk, yk}k∈U , each data set containing N pairs of the form
(xk, yk).
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2. Fit a regression tree on each bootstrap data set {DN(θ(U)b )}. Before each split
is performed, a simple random sample without replacement of m predictors is
selected from the full set of p predictors. The m selected predictors are the split
candidates to be considered for searching the best split in (5).
This procedure leads to a set P˜U =
{
P(1)U ,P(2)U , . . . ,P(B)U
}
of B different partitions of
Rp, each of the form of (6).
Remark 2.1. The random variables {θ(U)b } may be used to obtain random predictions
in many other ways. For instance, the sequence {θ(U)b } may be used to sample the ob-
servations (xk, yk) without replacement (subsampling), to select the splitting cell, the
splitting variable, the splitting position, and so on. Any other type of randomness may
also be considered. As a result, these different stochastic components induce a wide
class of algorithms. In the sequel, unless stated otherwise, we focus on subsampling.
Also, for more generality, the splitting criterion is left unspecified.
For any RF algorithm, the prediction at the point xk in (9) can also be expressed
as
m˜N,rf (xk) =
∑
`∈U
W˜N`(xk)y`, (10)
where
W˜N`(xk) =
1
B
B∑
b=1
ψ
(b,U)
` 1AN
(
xk,θ
(U)
b
) (x`)
NN(xk, θ
(U)
b )
, (11)
is a predictor weight attached to unit k with
NN(xk, θ
(U)
b ) =
∑
`∈U ψ
(b,U)
` 1AN
(
xk,θ
(U)
b
) (x`) denoting the number of elements in the
terminal node containing xk in the bth regression tree. The random variables ψ
(b,U)
` in
(11) depend on the resampling mechanism used in the RF algorithm and depend on
θ
(U)
b , but are independent of the sampling design P(S | ZU). For subsampling, ψ(b,U)`
follows a Bernoulli law, ψ(b,U)` ∼ B (N ′/N), where N ′ denotes the number of units in
each subsample.
Proposition 2.1. Consider the predictor weights W˜N`(xk) given in (11).
i) The weights W˜N`(xk) are uniformly bounded. That is,
0 < W˜N`(xk) 6 CN−10
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for all ` ∈ U and all xk ∈ Rp, where C is a positive constant that does not depend
either on xk or `, and N0 is the minimal number of observations in the terminal
nodes.
ii) The weight functions sum up to one; that is,
∑
`∈U W˜N`(xk) = 1 for all xk ∈ Rp.
Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix. 
3 Model-assisted estimation: Random forests
In Section 2, we assumed that yk and xk were observed for all k ∈ U , which led to
the population-level fits m˜N,tree(xk) and m˜N,rf (xk) given by (8) and (10), respectively.
However, both (8) and (10) cannot be computed in practice as the y-values are ob-
served only for k ∈ S.Moreover, the regression trees in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 were based
on population partitions built recursively so as to optimize the population criterion
(5). As a result, these partitions depend on the vector of predictors {xk}k∈U but also
on the unknown population values {yk}k∈U . While the former type of dependency is
inherent to most parametric and nonparametric procedures, the latter is absent in
many commonly used parametric and nonparametric procedures such as spline pro-
cedures (Breidt and Opsomer, 2000; Goga, 2005; Goga and Ruiz-Gazen, 2014; Breidt
et al., 2005; McConville and Breidt, 2013). Due to the dependency on the unknown
population values {yk}k∈U , establishing the theoretical properties of model-assisted
estimators based on RF is more challenging.
For these reasons, in Section 3.1, we start by considering the simpler case of popu-
lation partitions obtained using a variable Y ∗, assumed to be closely related to Y and
available for all k ∈ U . While this assumption is somehow strong and not tenable in
many practical situations, it provides some insights on how to tackle the problem in
the presence of Y -dependency. Algorithms allowing to get rid of the Y -dependency
have been suggested in the random-forest literature; see e.g. Biau et al. (2008), Biau
(2012) or Devroye et al. (1996, Chap. 20). Sample-based partitions are considered in
Section 3.2.
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3.1 Model-assisted estimation: Population-based partitions
Consider a variable Y ∗ assumed to be closely related to Y and such that the values
y∗k are available for all k ∈ U . We seek population partitions P˜∗U , independent of the
survey variable Y, that maximize the following criterion:
L∗N(j, z) =
1
#(A)
∑
k∈U
1xk∈A
{
(y∗k − y∗A)2 1xk∈A −
(
y∗k − y∗AL1xkj<z − y∗AR1xkj≥z
)2}
,
(12)
where AR, AL are as in (5) and y∗A is the average of the y∗-values for the units
belonging to A.
Based on (12), the population-level fit at the point xk is given by
m˜∗N,rf (xk) =
∑
`∈U
W˜ ∗N`(xk)y`, (13)
where the weights W˜ ∗N`(xk) in (13) are obtained from (11) by replacing AN with A∗N .
The weights functions {W˜ ∗N`(·)}`∈U in (13) are known for all ` ∈ U and independent
of Y. Since m˜∗N,rf (xk) in (13) requires the y-values for all the population units, it cannot
be computed. A simple solution consists of replacing the population total on the right
hand-side of (13) by its corresponding Hortvitz–Thompson estimator, which leads to
m̂∗rf (xk) =
∑
`∈S
W˜ ∗N`(xk)y`
pi`
. (14)
A model-assisted estimator of ty based on population RF is then obtained by plugging
m̂∗rf (xk) in (3):
t̂∗rf =
∑
k∈U
m̂∗rf (xk) +
∑
k∈S
yk − m̂∗rf (xk)
pik
. (15)
If a fully grown RF algorithm is used, that is, a RF based on regression trees
with terminal nodes containing a single observation only, it can be shown that
the second term term on the right hand-side of (15) vanishes and t̂∗rf reduces to
t̂∗rf =
∑
k∈U m̂
∗
rf (xk), often referred to as a projection form; see (Särndal et al., 1992;
Breidt et al., 2005; Goga, 2005) for projection estimators based on parametric and
nonparametric procedures.
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Proposition 3.1. The RF estimator given in (15) can be alternatively be written as
t̂∗rf =
∑
k∈S
wksyk,
where the weights wks are given by
wks =
1
pik
{
1 +
∑
`∈U
W˜Nk (x`)
(
1− I`
pi`
)}
, k ∈ S. (16)
Proof. By rearranging the sums, we get:
t̂rf =
∑
k∈S
yk
pik
+
∑
`∈U
(
1− I`
pi`
)
m̂rf (x`) =
∑
k∈S
yk
pik
+
∑
`∈U
(
1− I`
pi`
)(∑
k∈S
W˜Nk (x`)
yk
pik
)
=
∑
k∈S
{
1 +
∑
`∈U
(
1− I`
pi`
)
W˜Nk (x`)
}
yk
pik
.

Since the partitions P˜∗U , are independent of both the survey variable Y and the
sample S, the weights wks given by (16) do depend on the sample only through the
sample selection indicators I`, ` ∈ U, but are independent of Y . As a result, these
weights may be used to estimate the population total corresponding to any survey
variable, which is an attractive feature in multipurpose surveys.
We end this section by noting that the prediction m̂∗rf (xk) in (14) can be written
as a bagged predictor (Hastie et al., 2011). That is,
m̂∗rf (xk) =
1
B
B∑
b=1
m̂
∗(b)
tree(xk, θ
(U)
b ),
where m̂∗(b)tree(xk, θ
(U)
b ) is the predictor associated with unit k based on the bth stochastic
regression tree. The model-assisted estimator t̂∗rf given by (15) can also be viewed as
a bagged estimator:
t̂∗rf =
1
B
B∑
b=1
t̂
∗(b)
tree,
where
t̂
∗(b)
tree =
∑
k∈U
m̂
∗(b)
tree(xk, θ
(U)
b ) +
∑
k∈S
{yk − m̂∗(b)tree(xk, θ(U)b )}
pik
is a model-assisted estimator of ty based on the bth stochastic regression tree.
Proposition 3.2 below shows that, under mild assumptions, bagging improves the
efficiency of model-assisted estimators. This is similar to what is encountered in the
classical random forest literature (Hastie et al., 2011).
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Proposition 3.2. Let t̂(1), . . . , t̂(b), . . . , t̂(B) be a sequence of model-assisted estimators
of ty and let t̂ = B−1
∑B
b=1 t̂
(b) be a bagged estimator. If we suppose that the t̂(b)’s have
approximately the same design bias and design variance, then for B large enough:
MSEp(t̂)−MSEp(t̂(1)) 6 Vp(t̂(1))
(
max
b6=b′
∣∣∣Corp (t̂(b), t̂(b′))∣∣∣− 1) 6 0,
where MSEp(·) and Corp(·) denote the mean squared error and correlation operators
with respect to the sampling design.
Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix. 
3.2 Model-assisted estimation: Sample-based partitions
In this section, we seek sample partitions P̂S =
{
P̂(1)S , . . . , P̂(b)S , . . . , P̂(B)S
}
using the
following sample-based criterion:
Ln(j, z) =
1
#(A)
∑
k∈S
1xk∈A
{
(yk − y¯A)2 1xk∈A −
(
yk − y¯AL1xkj<z − y¯AR1xkj≥z
)2}
.
(17)
Based on the partition P̂S, we obtain the sample-level fits given by
m̂rf (xk) =
∑
`∈S
Ŵn`(xk)y`
pi`
, (18)
where
Ŵn`(xk) =
1
B
B∑
b=1
ψ
(b,S)
` 1An
(
xk,θ
(S)
b
) (x`)
N̂n(xk, θ
(S)
b )
, ` ∈ S, (19)
is an estimator of the unknown weight W˜N`(xk) from (11) with N̂n(xk, θ
(S)
b ) =∑
`∈U I`pi
−1
` ψ
(b,S)
` 1An
(
xk,θ
(S)
b
) (x`). The variable ψ(b,S)` indicates whether or not unit
` has been selected in the bth subsample and is such that ψ(b,S)` follows a Bernoulli
law, ψ(b,S)` ∼ B (n′/n) , for RF based on subsampling with n′ denoting the number of
units in each subsample.
Plugging m̂rf (·) in (4) leads to the RF model-assisted estimator
t̂rf =
∑
k∈U
m̂rf (xk) +
∑
k∈S
yk − m̂rf (xk)
pik
. (20)
The estimator (20) will inherit most of the properties of t̂∗rf given by (15). Using
similar arguments as those used in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we can show that t̂rf
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can be written as
t̂rf =
∑
k∈S
w′ksyk,
where the weights w′ks are given by
w′ks =
1
pik
{
1 +
∑
`∈U
Ŵnk (x`)
(
1− I`
pi`
)}
, k ∈ S. (21)
Unlike the weights wks in (16), the weights w′ks depend on both the sample selection
indicators I`, ` ∈ U, and the partition P̂S that varies from one sample to another. This
is due to the fact that the nodes An are constructed so as to optimize the sample
criterion (17). For this reason, the weights w′ks, k ∈ S, also depend on the survey
variable Y and, as such, are variable specific. To cope with this issue, we describe
a model calibration procedure in Section 5 able to handle multiple survey variables
while producing a single set of weights.
Remark 3.1. In practice, the variables ψ(b,S)k in (19) are not generated for the units
outside the sample. However, at least conceptually, nothing precludes defining these
variables for k ∈ U \ S. For k ∈ U \ S, we set ψ(b,S)k ∼ B ((N ′ − n′)/(N − n)) so
that
∑
k∈U ψ
(b,S)
k is well-defined and
∑
k∈U ψ
(b,S)
k = N
′. Defining the variables ψ(b,S)k for
units outside the sample will have no effect on the predictions m̂rf (·) associated with
the sample units since Ik = 0 for k ∈ U \ S. This construction will prove useful in
establishing the asymptotic properties of the proposed procedures; see Section 4.
4 Asymptotic properties
To derive the asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators and to derive the
associated variance estimators, we consider the asymptotic framework of Isaki and
Fuller (1982). We start from an increasing sequence of embedded finite populations
{Uv}v∈N of size {Nv}v∈N. In each finite population Uv, a sample of size nv is selected
according to a sampling design Pv(Sv = sv | ZU). While the finite populations are
considered to be embedded, we do not require this property to hold for the samples
{Sv}v∈N. This asymptotic framework assumes that v goes to infinity, so that both the
finite population sizes and the samples sizes go to infinity. To improve readability, we
shall use the subscript v only in the quantities Uv, Nv and nv; quantities such as pik,v
shall be denoted simply as pik.
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Assumptions: RF model-assisted estimator t̂∗rf
To prove our asymptotic results, we need the following assumptions on moments of the
variable Y, on the sample size as well as on inclusion probabilities up to forth order.
(H1) We assume that there exists a positive constant C such that N−1v
∑
k∈Uv
y2k < C.
(H2) We assume that lim
v→∞
nv
Nv
= pi ∈ (0; 1).
(H3) There exist positive constants λ and λ∗ such that min
k∈Uv
pik > λ > 0, min
k,`∈Uv
pik` >
λ∗ > 0 and lim sup
v→∞
nv max
k 6=`∈Uv
|pik` − pikpi`| <∞.
(H4) We assume that
lim
v→∞
n2v max
i,j,k,`∈D4,Nv
∣∣∣∣Ep {(Ii − pii) (Ij − pij) (Ik − pik) (I` − pi`)}∣∣∣∣ <∞
and
lim
v→∞
nv max
i,j,k∈D3,Nv
∣∣∣∣Ep {(Ii − pii)2 (Ij − pij) (Ik − pik)}∣∣∣∣ <∞,
where Dt,Nv denotes the set of distinct t-tuples from Uv.
Assumptions (H1)-(H3) are classical in survey sampling theory and extensively used
in a parametric, nonparametric and functional model-assisted estimation (Robinson
and Särndal, 1983; Breidt and Opsomer, 2000; Breidt et al., 2005; Goga, 2005; Goga
and Ruiz-Gazen, 2014; Cardot et al., 2013). Assumption (H1) requires that the survey
variable Y has a finite second moment. Assumptions (H2) and (H3) deal with the first
and second order inclusion probabilities and they are satisfied for the classical fixed-
size sampling designs; see for example, Robinson and Särndal (1983) and Breidt and
Opsomer (2000). Assumption (H4) pertains to higher-order inclusion probabilities; it
was suggested by Breidt and Opsomer (2000) in the context model-assisted estimation
through local polynomials. It is used to derive the asymptotic mean square error of
the proposed RF model-assisted estimator.
We make the following additional assumptions about the RF algorithm:
(C1) The subsampling fraction is such that limv→∞N ′v/Nv = A′ ∈ (0; 1].
(C2) The minimal number of elements N0v in each terminal node is such that
limv→∞N0v/N ′v = K′ ∈ (0; 1).
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Assumptions (C1) and (C2) require that both the number of elements in each
subsample and the number of elements in each terminal node increase at the same
speed as the population and sample sizes. Note that we do not require the diameter of
each terminal node to go to zero as the sample size increases, a common assumption
in the RF literature (Györfi et al., 2006).
Assumptions: RF model-assisted estimator t̂rf
In addition to the above assumptions, we make the following assumptions to establish
the asymptotic properties of tˆrf given by (20).
(H5) We assume that lim
v→∞
nv max
k 6=`∈Uv
∣∣∣∣Ep {(Ik − pik) (I` − pi`) |P̂S}∣∣∣∣ <∞
;
(H6) We assume that
lim
v→∞
n2v max
i,j,k,`∈D4,Nv
∣∣∣∣Ep {(Ii − pii) (Ij − pij) (Ik − pik) (I` − pi`) |P̂S}∣∣∣∣ <∞
and
lim
v→∞
nv max
i,j,k∈D3,Nv
∣∣∣∣Ep {(Ii − pii)2 (Ij − pij) (Ik − pik) |P̂S}∣∣∣∣ <∞,
where Dt,Nv denotes the set of distinct t-tuples from Uv.
(H7) The random forests based on population partitions and those based on sample
partitions are such that, for all x ∈ Rp,
1
N2v
Ep
(∑
k∈Uv
1
An
(
x,θ
(S)
b
) (xk)ψ(b,S)k yk −∑
k∈Uv
1
AN
(
x,θ
(U)
b
) (xk)ψ(b,U)k yk
)2
= O
(
1
nv
)
.
Assumptions (H5) and (H6) are similar to those used by Toth and Eltinge (2011)
and McConville and Toth (2019); they require that, as the sample and population
size grow, the dependence between the sample selection indicators is sufficiently small,
conditional on the partition. Assumption (H7) requires that the average number of
elements at the population level in the sample partitions converges to the number of
elements in the population partition. For instance, consider a RF algorithms without
resampling. Then, we have ψ(b,S)k = ψ
(b,U)
k = 1 for all k ∈ U . In this case, Assump-
tion (H7) assumes that the sample partitions converge to the population partitions.
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Scornet et al. (2015) study the consistency of this term under the model ξ. Even
when subsampling is considered, we have
∑
k∈Uv ψ
(b,S)
k =
∑
k∈Uv ψ
(b,U)
k = N
′
v. Thus, we
conjecture that this assumption should hold, at least for the RF algorithm of Breiman
(2001).
We also need require the following assumptions on the RF algorithms:
(C3) The population subsampling fraction is such that limv→∞N ′v/Nv = A′ ∈ (0; 1]
and the sample subsampling fraction is such that N ′v/Nv = n′v/nv.
(C4) The minimal number of elements n0v in each terminal node is such that
limv→∞ n0v/n′v = κ
′ ∈ (0; 1).
4.1 Asymptotic results
Results 4.1-4.4 below pertain to either the estimator t̂∗rf given by (15) or the estimator
t̂rf given by (20). To improve readability, Results 4.1-4.4 are expressed in terms of t̂rf
but the same results hold for t̂∗rf . The proofs for all the propositions presented in this
section are relegated to the Supplementary Material.
Result 4.1. Consider a sequence of estimators {t̂rf}. Then, the sequence of estimators
{t̂rf} is asymptotically design-unbiased and design-consistent for ty; that is,
Ep
[
1
Nv
(
t̂rf − ty
)]
= O(n−1/2v ) with ξ-probability one.
Further, for all η > 0,
Ep
[
1|t̂rf−ty |>Nvη
]
= O(n−1/2v ) with ξ-probability one.
The next result shows that the RF estimator t̂rf is asymptotically equivalent to
the pseudo-generalized difference estimator
t̂pgd =
∑
k∈U
m˜N,rf (xk) +
∑
k∈S
yk − m˜N,rf (xk)
pik
, (22)
where m˜N,rf (xk) is given by (13) for t̂∗rf and given by (10) for t̂rf .
Result 4.2. Consider a sequence of RF estimators {t̂rf}. Then,
√
nv
Nv
(
t̂rf − ty
)
=
√
nv
Nv
(
t̂pgd − ty
)
+ oP(1)
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and
nvEp
(
t̂rf − ty
Nv
)2
=
nv
N2v
∑
k∈Uv
∑
`∈Uv
(pik` − pikpi`) yk − m˜N,rf (xk)
pik
y` − m˜N,rf (x`)
pi`
+ o(1).
It can be shown from the proof of Proposition 4.2 that
E2p{(t̂rf − ty)/Nv} = o(n−1v ).
Therefore, the asymptotic variance of the RF estimator, AVp(t̂rf/Nv), is equivalent to
its mean square error. From Proposition 4.2, it follows that the mean square error t̂rf
is equivalent to the variance of (22). That is,
AVp
(
1
Nv
t̂rf
)
= Vp
(
1
Nv
t̂pgd
)
=
1
N2v
∑
k∈Uv
∑
`∈Uv
(pikl − pikpi`)yk − m˜N,rf (xk)
pik
y` − m˜N,rf (x`)
pi`
.
(23)
Expression (23) suggests that t̂rf is efficient if the residuals yk − m˜N,rf (xk) are small
for all k ∈ Uv.
The asymptotic variance given in (23) is unfeasible in practice as the residuals,
yk−m˜N,rf (xk), k ∈ U, are unknown. Assuming that pik` > 0, for all pairs (k, `) ∈ U×U,
a design-consistent estimator of AVp
(
1
Nv
t̂rf
)
is given by
V̂rf
(
1
Nv
tˆrf
)
=
1
N2v
∑
k∈Uv
∑
`∈Uv
IkI`
pik` − pikpi`
pik`
yk − m̂rf (xk)
pik
y` − m̂rf (x`)
pi`
, (24)
where m̂rf (xk) is given by (14) for t̂∗rf and by (18) for t̂rf . To establish the design
consistency of (24), we need the following additional assumptions.
(H8) Assume that there exists a positive constant C˜ such that N−1v
∑
k∈Uv
y4k < C˜.
(H9) Assume that lim
v→∞
max
i,j,k,`∈D4,Nv
|Ep {(IiIj − piipij) (IkI` − pikpi`)}| = 0, where D4,Nv
denotes the set of distinct 4-tuples from Uv.
Assumption (H9) was suggested by Breidt and Opsomer (2000) and, together with
(H2)-(H3), is used to establish the design consistency of the unbiased estimator of the
variance of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator
∑
k∈Uv yk/pik, assuming that the survey
variable Y has finite fourth moment (Assumption (H8)). Assumption (H9) is satis-
fied for simple random sampling without replacement and stratified simple random
sampling without replacement. It is also satisfied for high entropy sampling designs
(Boistard et al., 2012; Cardot et al., 2014).
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Result 4.3. Consider a sequence of population RF estimators {t̂rf}. Then, the vari-
ance estimator V̂rf (t̂rf ) is asymptotically design-consistent for the asymptotic variance
AVp
(
t̂rf
)
. That is,
lim
v→∞
Ep
(
nv
N2v
∣∣∣∣V̂rf (t̂rf )− AVp(t̂rf )∣∣∣∣) = 0.
Finally, we establish the central limit theorem that can be used to obtain asymptot-
ically normal confidence intervals for t̂rf . To that end, we assume that t̂pgd is normally
distributed, an assumption that is satisfied in many classical sampling designs; see,
e.g., Fuller (2009).
(H10) Assume that the sequence of pseudo-generalized difference estimators {t̂pgd}
is normally distributed:
N−1v
(
t̂pgd − ty
)√
Vp
(
N−1v t̂pgd
) L−−−→v→∞ N (0, 1),
where Vp
(
N−1v t̂pgd
)
is given in (23).
Result 4.4. Consider the sequence of RF estimators {t̂rf}. Then,
N−1v
(
t̂rf − ty
)√
V̂rf (N−1v t̂rf )
L−−−→
v→∞
N (0, 1) .
The proof of Result 4.4 is a direct application of Results 4.2 and 4.3, and is thus
omitted.
5 A model calibration procedure for handling multi-
ple survey variables
In practice, most surveys conducted by national statistical offices (NSO) collect infor-
mation on multiple survey variables. The collected data are stored in rectangular data
files. A column of weights, referred to as a weighting system, is made available on the
data file. This weighting system can then be applied to obtain an estimate for any
survey variable. However, applying a RF algorithm yield the variable-specific weights
(21). In other words, the weights were derived to obtain an estimate of the total for a
specific survey variable Y . Hence, applying the weights (21) to other survey variables
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may produce inefficient estimators. A solution to this issue consists of developing mul-
tiple sets of weights, one for each survey variable. This is usually deemed undesirable
by data users who are used to work with a single set of weights. In this section, we
describe a model calibration procedure (Wu and Sitter, 2001), closely related to the
procedure of Montanari and Ranalli (2009), that yields a single weighting system while
accounting for multiple survey variables that are deemed important.
Suppose that we can identify a subset of survey variables Y1, . . . , Yq, that are
deemed important. We postulate the following working model for each variable:
E [Yjk |Xk = xk] = m(j)(x(j)k ), j = 1, · · · , q, (25)
wherem(j)(·) is an unknown function and x(j)k is a vector of auxiliary variable associated
with unit k for the variable Yj. We allow a different link function m(·) and a different
set of explanatory variables for each of the survey variables Y1, . . . , Yq. The interest lies
in estimating the population totals ty1 , . . . , tyq . We assume that each of these totals is
estimated using a model-assisted estimator of the form (4) but with possibly different
methods. For instance, some of the estimates may be based on a parametric working
model, while others may be based on a nonparametric working model (e.g., RF). We
can construct the set of q predicted values m̂(1)(x(1)k ), . . . , m̂
(q)(x
(q)
k ), for k ∈ U.
In addition, we assume that, at the estimation stage, a vector vk of size q′ of cali-
bration variables is available for k ∈ S and that the corresponding vector of population
totals tv =
∑
k∈U vk is known. In practice, survey managers often want to ensure con-
sistency between survey estimates and known population totals for important variables
such as gender and age group.
Given these predictions m̂(1)(x(1)k ), . . . , m̂
(q)(x
(q)
k ), and the vector calibration vari-
ables v, we seek calibrated weights wCk , k ∈ S, as close as possible to the initial weights
pi−1k subject to the following q + q
′ + 1 calibration constraints:∑
k∈S
wCk = N, (26)
∑
k∈S
wCk m̂
(j)(x
(j)
k ) =
∑
k∈U
m̂(j)(x
(j)
k ), j = 1, . . . , q, (27)∑
k∈S
wCk vk =
∑
k∈U
vk. (28)
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More specifically, we seek calibrated weights wCk such that∑
k∈S
G(wCk /pi
−1
k )
is minimized subject to (26)–(28), where G(·) is a pseudo-distance function measur-
ing the closeness between two sets of weights, such that G(wCk /pi
−1
k ) ≥ 0, differen-
tiable with respect to wCk , strictly convex, with continuous derivatives g(wCk /pi
−1
k ) =
∂G(wCk /pi
−1
k )/∂w
C
k such that g(1) = 0; see Deville and Särndal (1992).
The weights wCk are given by
wCk = dkF (λ̂
>
hk),
where F (.) is the calibration function defined as the inverse of g(.), λ̂ is a q + q′ + 1-
vector of estimated coefficients and
hk =
(
1, m̂
(1)
k − m̂
(1)
, . . . , m̂
(q)
k − m̂
(q)
, v1k, . . . , vq′k
)>
(29)
with m̂(j)k ≡ m(j)(x(j)k ) and m̂
(j) ≡∑k∈S pi−1k m̂(j)k /∑k∈S pi−1k , j = 1, · · · , q.
The calibrated weights wCk may be viewed as a compressed score summarizing
the information contained in the q working models (25) and the vector of calibration
variables v. The weighting system {wCk ; k ∈ S} may be then applied to any survey
variable Y , which leads to the model calibration type estimator
t̂y,mc =
∑
k∈S
wCk yk.
If the number of calibration constraints q + q′ + 1 is large, the resulting weights wCk
may be highly dispersed leading to potentially unstable estimates t̂y,mc. A number of
pseudo-distance functions such as the truncated linear and the logit methods may be
used to limit the variability of the weights wCk ; see Deville and Särndal (1992) for a
description of these methods. A simple alternative is to use additional constraints on
the weights as part of the calibration constraints. For instance, we may impose that
wCk < w0, where w0 is a threshold set by the survey statistician; see also Santacatterina
and Bottai (2018) for alternative constraints on the weights.
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6 Simulation study
6.1 Performance of point estimators
We conducted a simulation study to assess the performance of several model-assisted
estimators, in terms of bias and efficiency. We generated a finite population of size
N = 10, 000, consisting of a set of auxiliary variables and 8 survey variables. We
first generated 7 auxiliary variables X0, · · · , X6, according to the following distri-
butions: X0 ∼ U(0, 1); X1 ∼ N (0, 1), X2 ∼ Beta (3, 1), X3 ∼ 2 × Gamma (3, 2),
X4 ∼ Bernoulli(0.7), X5 ∼ Multinomial(0.4, 0.3, 0.3) and X6 ∼ U(0, 1). To test the
performance of the proposed method in a high-dimensional setting, we also gener-
ated 100 additional auxiliary variables V1, V2, · · · , V100, from a uniform distribution
U(−1, 1). Given the X-variables and the V -variables, we generated the survey vari-
ables according to the following superpopulation models:
Model 1: Y1 = 1 + 2 (X0 − 0.5) +N (0, 0.1) ;
Model 2: Y2 = 1 + 2 (X0 − 0.5)2 +N (0, 0.1);
Model 3: Y3 = 2 +X6 +X2 +X3 +X4 +X5 +N (0, 1);
Model 4: Y4 = 2 + (X6 +X2 +X3)
2 +N (0, 1);
Model 5: Y5 = 0.5X5 + exp(−X1) + 3X4 + exp(−X6) + E (1);
Model 6: Y6 = V 21 + exp(−V 22 ) +N (0, 0.3);
Model 7: Y7 = V 21 + exp(−V 22 ) +N (0, 0.3);
Model 8: Y8 = 3 + V1V2 + V 23 − V4V7 + V8V10 − V 26 +N (0, 0.5).
The residuals in Y5 have been scaled and centered to have unit variance and zero mean.
Models 1 and 2 were studied in Breidt and Opsomer (2000) while models 7 and 8 were
introduced in Scornet (2017).
From the population, we selected R = 5, 000 samples, of size n, according to
simple random sampling without replacement. We used n = 250 and n = 1000. In
each sample, we computed the following estimators: (i) The Horvitz-Thompson (HT)
estimator given by (1); (ii) The generalized regression (GREG) estimator given by
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(4) with m̂(xk) = x>k β̂; (iii) The model-assisted estimator (4) with m̂(xk) obtained
through regression trees (CART); and (iv) The model-assisted estimator (4) based on
RF, where m̂(xk) is given by (18). We considered three random forest algorithms, each
based on 1, 000 trees. The first one (RF1) was based on bootstrap. The second one
(RF2) was based on subsampling with a sampling fraction equal to 0.63; see Scornet
(2017) for a discussion about the sampling fraction. For both RF1 and RF2, the
minimum number of observations per terminal node was set to n0 = 5. Finally, the
third (RF3) was based on bootstrap with n0 =
√
n observations in each terminal node.
For the estimators GREG, CART, RF1, RF2 and RF3, the predictions m̂(xk) were
obtained using the working models described in Table 6.1. For the survey variables
Y7 and Y8, note that the working models were based on a large number of superfluous
explanatory variables (50 and 100, respectively).
Survey variable Vector of explanatory variable X
used in the working model
Y1 X0
Y2 X0
Y3 X1 −X6
Y4 X1 −X6
Y5 X1 −X6
Y6 V1 − V10
Y7 V1 − V50
Y8 V1 − V100
We were interested in estimating the population total tyj =
∑
k∈U ykj, j = 1, ..., 8.
As a measure of bias of an estimator tˆyj of tyj , we used the Monte Carlo percent relative
bias defined as
RB(t̂yj) = 100×
1
R
R∑
r=1
(t̂
(r)
yj − tyj)
tyj
,
where t̂(r)yj denotes the estimator t̂yj in the rth iteration, r = 1, ..., R. As a measure
of efficiency of an estimator tˆyj , we used the relative efficiency, using the Horvitz-
Thompson estimator as the reference:
RE(t̂yj) = 100×
MSE(t̂yj)
MSE(t̂yj ,pi)
,
where
MSE(t̂yj) =
1
R
R∑
r=1
(t̂(r)yj − tyj)2
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and MSE(t̂yj ,pi) is defined similarly. The results are displayed in Table 1 and in Table
2. The simulations have been performed using the R software with the ranger package
(Wright and Ziegler, 2015).
Table 1: Monte Carlo percent relative bias (RB) and Monte Carlo efficiency (RE) of
several model-assisted estimators for n = 250
Population GREG CART RF1 RF2 RF3
Y1
RB -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.0
RE 3.0 3.5 3.7 3.6 3.4
Y2
RB -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RE 101.0 37.6 39.4 38.3 35.0
Y3
RB 0.0 -0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.0
RE 19.6 55.2 33.8 34.0 35.4
Y4
RB -0.7 -1.2 -1.2 -1.54 -0.7
RE 81.1 61.1 49.7 49.0 53.1
Y5
RB -0.1 0.10 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0
RE 37.9 32.7 25.8 26.5 30.7
Y6
RB -0.0 0.3 -0.0 -0.05 -0.0
RE 105.2 72.25 57.5 57.5 58.34
Y7
RB -0.0 0.25 0.07 0.0 0.0
RE 127.6 84.3 75.8 75.5 76.8
Y8
RB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.0
RE 127.0 135.6 92.7 92.5 95.6
We start by noting that all the estimators displayed negligible bias in all the sce-
narios, as expected. Also, both RF1 and RF2 showed very similar performances in
terms of bias and efficiency in all the scenarios. This is consistent with the empirical
results of Scornet (2017); i.e., the strategy based on bootstrap and the strategy based
on subsampling and a sampling fraction of 0.63 led to similar performances. In the
case of RF3, the number of observations in each terminal node was larger than that
for RF1 and RF2, but for both n = 250 and n = 1000, the three estimators RF1-RF3
exhibited very similar performances in terms of efficiency. These results suggest that
having more observations than 5 or 10 in each terminal node is not necessarily harmful
for the final estimate, at least in our experiments.
When the relationship was linear (which corresponds to the survey variables Y1 and
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Table 2: Monte Carlo percent relative bias (RB) and Monte Carlo efficiency (RE) of
several model-assisted estimators for n = 1000.
Population GREG CART RF1 RF2 RF3
Y1
RB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RE 2.8 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.0
Y2
RB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RE 100.1 38.7 40.5 39.6 33.3
Y3
RB 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0
RE 20.4 41.1 28.1 27.8 31.6
Y4
RB -0.1 -1.1 -0.9 -0.7 -0.2
RE 78.9 52.3 36.7 36.1 44.5
Y5
RB -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0
RE 37.3 24.5 20.9 21.2 24.8
Y6
RB 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0
RE 101.1 65.5 49.1 49.2 50.3
Y7
RB 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RE 105.5 73.2 63.3 63.2 65.0
Y8
RB -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.0
RE 166.6 137.6 96.0 95.7 89.5
Y3), the GREG estimator was the most efficient, as expected. For instance, for the
survey variables Y3, the value of RE for the GREG estimator was about 19.6%, whereas
the RF1, RF2 and RF3 estimators showed a value of RE of about 34%. In the case
of a nonlinear relationship (which corresponds to the survey variables Y2 and Y4-Y8),
the GREG estimator was less efficient than RF1, RF2 and RF3. For the variables Y6-
Y8, the GREG estimator was even less efficient than the Horvitz-Thompson estimator
with values of RE ranging from 105% to 127%.
When the dimension of the vector of explanatory variables was uni-dimensional
(which corresponds to the survey variables Y1 and Y2), RF and regression trees dis-
played very similar performances. In contrast, the estimators RF1, RF2 and RF3 were
more efficient than the CART estimator when the vector of explanatory variables was
multi-dimensional (variable Y3-Y9). In high-dimensional situations (which corresponds
to the survey variables Y7 and Y8), the estimators based on random forest estimators
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Table 3: Coverage and relative bias of V̂rf in percentage
Sample size Criterion n0 = 10 n0 =
⌊
n11/20
⌋
n0 =
⌊
n13/20
⌋
n0 =
⌊
n15/20
⌋
n = 500
Coverage 83.6 91.2 93.1 93.4
RB -49.2 -24.4 -15.2 -12.7
n = 1000
Coverage 81.2 92.6 92.9 94.2
RB -53.6 -18.6 -14.8 -6.7
n = 2500
Coverage 81.9 92.5 94.8 94.6
RB -51.9 -16.2 -4.8 -4.8
n = 5000
Coverage 80.0 93.6 94.2 94.0
RB -54.7 -8.5 -4.9 -8.1
were more efficient than the Horvitz-Thompson estimator, even for n = 250.
6.2 Performance of the proposed variance estimator
We have also investigated the performance of the proposed variance estimator (24)
in the case of RF with subsampling, in terms of coverage of normal-based confidence
intervals and relative bias. We generated a population of size N = 50 000 according
to Model 1. The sample size was set to n = 500, n = 1000, n = 2500 and n = 5000.
Let n0 be the number of observations in each terminal node. As we suspected that n0
may have an impact on the behavior of the estimator V̂rf , we used different values for
n0 in our simulations : n0 = 10, n0 =
⌊
n11/20
⌋
, n0 =
⌊
n13/20
⌋
and n0 =
⌊
n15/20
⌋
. The
choice n0 =
⌊
n11/20
⌋
was suggested by McConville and Toth (2019). The results are
shown in Table 3.
From Table 3, we note that V̂rf was severely biased for small values of n0. For
n0 = 10, the Monte-Carlo relative bias of V̂rf varied from −49.26 % to −54.71 %. As
a result, the corresponding coverage was well below the nominal level of 95%: the best
coverage for n0 = 10 was 83.6%. Also, the absolute relative bias of V̂rf with n0 = 10
did not decrease even as the sample size n increased.
For n0 = bn13/20c, the coverage values ranged from 93.1% to 94.8%. In these
simulations, a sampling fraction of only 2% was required to obtain a coverage of at
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least 94% for V̂rf with n0 = bn15/20c and a sampling fraction of 5% with n0 = bn13/20c.
Unlike point estimators, variance estimators exhibited poor performances for small
values of n0. Our simulations suggest that n0 = bn13/20c may be a good choice for
ensuring a good performance of both the point and the variance estimators.
7 Final remarks
In this paper, we have introduced a new class of model-assisted estimators based on
random forests and derived corresponding variance estimators. We have established
the theoretical properties of point and variance estimators obtained through a RF
algorithm based on subsampling. The results of an empirical study suggested that
the proposed estimators perform well in a variety of settings, unlike the GREG and
CART estimators. In practice, this robustness property is especially attractive when
the data and the underlying relationships are complex. We have also described a model
calibration procedure for handling multiple survey variables, yet producing a single set
of weights, which is attractive from a data user’s perspective.
In practice, virtually all survey face the problem of missing values. Survey statis-
ticians distinguish between unit nonresponse (when no information is collected on a
sampled unit) from item nonresponse (when the absence of information is limited to
some variables only). The treatment of unit nonresponse starts with postulating a non-
response model describing the relationship between the response indicators (equal to 1
for respondents and 0 for nonrespondents) and a vector of explanatory variables. The
treatment of item nonresponse starts with postulating an imputation model describing
the relationship between the variable requiring imputation and a set of explanatory
variables. In both unit and item nonresponse, determining a suitable model is crucial.
Therefore, regression trees and RF may prove useful for obtaining accurate estimated
response propensities and predicted values. To the best of our knowledge, a theoretical
treatment of regression trees and RF for either the treatment of unit nonresponse or
item nonresponse in a finite population setting is completely lacking. These topics are
currently under investigation.
Traditionally, survey samples are collected by probability sampling procedures and
inferences are conducted with respect to the customary design-based framework. In
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recent years, there has been a shift of paradigm that can be explained by three main
factors: (i) the dramatic decrease of response rates; (ii) the rapid increase in data
collection costs; and (iii) the proliferation of nonprobabilistic data sources (e.g., ad-
ministrative files, web survey panels, social media data, satellite information, etc.).
To meet these new challenges, survey statisticians face increasing pressure to utilize
these convenient but often uncontrolled data sources. While such sources provide
timely data for a large number of variables and population elements, they often fail to
represent the target population of interest because of inherent selection biases. The
integration of data from a nonprobability source to data from a probability survey is a
topic that is currently being scrutinized by National Statistical Offices. An approach
to data integration is statistical matching or mass imputation. Again, regression trees
and RF algorithms may be useful techniques in the context of integration of survey
data. This topic is currently under investigation.
Appendix
Proof of result 2.1 Since
W˜N`(xk) =
1
B
B∑
b=1
ψ
(b,U)
` 1AN
(
xk,θ
(U)
b
) (x`)
NN (xk, θ
(U)
b )
, (30)
involves positive quantities only, the weights W˜N`(xk) are nonnegative. Since 0 < ψ
(b,U)
` 6 1
for all ` ∈ U and for all b ∈ 1, 2, . . . , B, the weight can be bounded as follows:
W˜N`(xk) =
1
B
B∑
b=1
ψ
(b,U)
` 1AN
(
xk,θ
(U)
b
) (x`)
NN (xk, θ
(U)
b )
6 1
B
B∑
b=1
(
NN
(
xk, θ
(U)
b
))−1
6 CN−10 .
where C does not depend on b nor on i. To show ii), fix b ∈ 1, 2, ..., B. The result follows by
noting that W˜N`(xk) =
(
NN
(
xk, θ
(U)
b
))−1
exactly NN
(
xk, θ
(U)
b
)
times.
Proof of result 3.2 Let {t̂(b)} be a sequence of estimators of ty. Then,
Vp
(
1
B
B∑
b=1
t̂(b)
)
=
1
B2
B∑
b=1
Vp (t̂(b))+ B∑
b=1
B∑
b 6=b′=1
Corp
(
t̂(b), t̂(b
′)
)
V1/2p
(
t̂(b)
)
V1/2p
(
t̂(b
′)
) .
6 Vp(t̂
(1))
B
+ Vp(t̂(1))max
b 6=b′
∣∣∣Corp (t̂(b), t̂(b′))∣∣∣ .
So, for B large enough:
MSEp
(
1
B
B∑
b=1
t̂(b)
)
6 Vp(t̂(1))max
b 6=b′
∣∣∣Corp (t̂(b), t̂(b′))∣∣∣− V(p(t̂(1))) +MSEp(t̂(1)).
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1 Asymptotic Assumptions
Assumptions: RF model-assisted estimator t̂∗rf
(H1) We assume that there exists a positive constant C such that N−1v
∑
k∈Uv
y2k < C.
(H2) We assume that lim
v→∞
nv
Nv
= pi ∈ (0; 1).
(H3) There exist positive constants λ and λ∗ such that min
k∈Uv
pik > λ > 0, min
k,`∈Uv
pik` >
λ∗ > 0 and lim sup
v→∞
nv max
k 6=`∈Uv
|pik` − pikpi`| <∞.
(H4) We assume that
lim
v→∞
n2v max
i,j,k,`∈D4,Nv
∣∣∣∣Ep {(Ii − pii) (Ij − pij) (Ik − pik) (I` − pi`)}∣∣∣∣ <∞
and
lim
v→∞
nv max
i,j,k∈D3,Nv
∣∣∣∣Ep {(Ii − pii)2 (Ij − pij) (Ik − pik)}∣∣∣∣ <∞,
where Dt,Nv denotes the set of distinct t-tuples from Uv.
(C1) The subsampling fraction is such that limv→∞N ′v/Nv = A′ ∈ (0; 1].
(C2) The minimal number of elements N0v in each terminal node is such that
limv→∞N0v/N ′v = K′ ∈ (0; 1).
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Assumptions: RF model-assisted estimator t̂rf
(H5) We assume that lim
v→∞
nv max
k 6=`∈Uv
∣∣∣∣Ep {(Ik − pik) (I` − pi`) |P̂S}∣∣∣∣ <∞
(H6) We assume that
lim
v→∞
n2v max
i,j,k,`∈D4,Nv
∣∣∣∣Ep {(Ii − pii) (Ij − pij) (Ik − pik) (I` − pi`) |P̂S}∣∣∣∣ <∞
and
lim
v→∞
nv max
i,j,k∈D3,Nv
∣∣∣∣Ep {(Ii − pii)2 (Ij − pij) (Ik − pik) |P̂S}∣∣∣∣ <∞
where Dt,Nv denotes the set of distinct t-tuples from Uv.
(H7) The random forests based on population partitions and those based on sample
partitions are such that, for all x ∈ Rp,
1
N2v
Ep
(∑
k∈Uv
1
An
(
x,θ
(S)
b
) (xk)ψ(b,S)k yk −∑
k∈Uv
1
AN
(
x,θ
(U)
b
) (xk)ψ(b,U)k yk
)2
= O
(
1
nv
)
(C3) The population subsampling fraction is such that limv→∞N ′v/Nv = A′ ∈ (0; 1]
and the sample subsampling fraction is such that N ′v/Nv = n′v/nv.
(C4) The minimal number of elements n0v in each terminal node is such that
limv→∞ n0v/n′v = κ
′ ∈ (0; 1).
Assumptions: consistency of the Horvitz-Thompson variance estimator
(H8) Assume that there exists a positive constant C˜ such that N−1v
∑
k∈Uv
y4k < C˜.
(H9) Assume that lim
v→∞
max
i,j,k,`∈D4,Nv
|Ep {(IiIj − piipij) (IkI` − pikpi`)}| = 0, where D4,Nv
denotes the set of distinct 4-tuples from Uv.
2 Asymptotic Results
2.1 RF model-assisted estimator t̂∗rf
Result 2.1. Consider a sequence of estimators {t̂∗rf}. Then, the sequence of estimators
{t̂∗rf} is asymptotically design-unbiased and design-consistent for ty; that is,
Ep
[
1
Nv
(
t̂∗rf − ty
)]
= O(n−1/2v ) with ξ-probability one.
2
Further, for all η > 0,
Ep
[
1|t̂∗rf−ty |>Nvη
]
= O(n−1/2v ) with ξ-probability one.
Proof Using Markov’s inequality, it suffices to show that
Ep
∣∣∣∣ 1Nv (t̂∗rf − ty)
∣∣∣∣ = O(n−1/2v ).
Let αk =
Ik
pik
− 1, k ∈ Uv. Write
t̂∗rf − ty
Nv
=
∑
k∈Uv
yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk)
Nv
αk −
∑
k∈Uv
m̂∗rf (xk)− m˜∗N,rf (xk)
Nv
αk,
where m˜∗N,rf (xk) =
∑
`∈Uv W˜
∗
N`(xk)y` and the weights are given by:
W˜ ∗N`(xk) =
1
B
B∑
b=1
ψ
(b,U)
` 1A∗N
(
xk,θ
(U)
b
) (x`)
N∗N(xk, θ
(U)
b )
(1)
and N∗N(xk, θ
(U)
b ) =
∑
`∈U ψ
(b,U)
` 1A∗N
(
xk,θ
(U)
b
) (x`) denotes the number of elements in
the terminal node containing xk in the bth regression tree. We have m̂∗rf (xk) =∑
`∈Uv W˜
∗
N`(xk)y`I`pi
−1
` the Horvitz-Thompson estimator of m˜
∗
N,rf (xk). Then,
Ep
∣∣∣∣ t̂∗rf − tyNv
∣∣∣∣ 6 Ep∣∣∣∣ ∑
k∈Uv
yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk)
Nv
αk
∣∣∣∣+ Ep∣∣∣∣ ∑
k∈Uv
m̂∗rf (xk)− m˜∗N,rf (xk)
Nv
αk
∣∣∣∣. (2)
The predictions m˜∗N,rf (xk), k ∈ Uv do not depend on S, so
Ep
∣∣∣∣ ∑
k∈Uv
yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk)
Nv
αk
∣∣∣∣ 6
√√√√ 1
N2v
Vp
(∑
k∈Uv
(yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk))
Ik
pik
)
6
√√√√( 1
λNv
+
nvmaxk 6=`∈Uv |pik` − pikpi`|
nv
)
· 1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
(
yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk)
)2
= O
(
1√
nv
)
(3)
by assumptions (H1) - (H3) and the fact that
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
(
yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk)
)2 6 2
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
y2k +
2
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
(m˜∗N,rf (xk))
2 = O(1) (4)
by assumption (H1) and Proposition 2.1 du paper. For the second term from the
right-hand side of (2), write
Ep
∣∣∣∣ ∑
k∈Uv
m̂∗rf (xk)− m˜∗N,rf (xk)
Nv
αk
∣∣∣∣ 6
√√√√Ep{∑
k∈Uv
(
m̂∗rf (xk)− m˜∗N,rf (xk)
)2
Nv
}
·
√√√√Ep(∑
k∈Uv
α2k
Nv
)
.
3
Now,
m̂∗rf (xk)− m˜∗N,rf (xk) =
∑
`∈Uv
W˜ ∗N`(xk)y`α`, (5)
then
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
Ep
(
m̂∗rf (xk)− m˜∗N,rf (xk)
)2
=
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
Vp
(∑
`∈Uv
W˜ ∗N`(xk)y`I`
pi`
)
= O
(
1
nv
)
(6)
by using the same arguments as before and the fact that the weights W˜ ∗N`(xk) are
uniformly bounded (Proposition 2.1). Finally, by (H3),
1
Nv
Ep
(∑
k∈Uv
α2k
)
= O(1). (7)
The result follows by combining (3), (6) and (7).
Result 2.2. Consider a sequence of RF estimators {t̂∗rf}. Then,
√
nv
Nv
(
t̂∗rf − ty
)
=
√
nv
Nv
(
t̂pgd − ty
)
+ oP(1)
and
nvEp
(
t̂∗rf − ty
Nv
)2
=
nv
N2v
∑
k∈Uv
∑
`∈Uv
(pik` − pikpi`)
yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk)
pik
y` − m˜∗N,rf (x`)
pi`
+ o(1).
where t̂pgd =
∑
k∈Uv
m˜∗N,rf (xk) +
∑
k∈Uv
yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk)
pik
.
Proof Write
t̂∗rf − ty
Nv
=
t̂pgd − ty
Nv
−
∑
k∈Uv
m̂∗rf (xk)− m˜∗N,rf (xk)
Nv
αk, (8)
with
t̂pgd − ty
Nv
=
∑
k∈Uv
yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk)
Nv
αk and αk =
Ik
pik
− 1, k ∈ Uv. Now,
nvEp
(
t̂pgd − ty
Nv
)2
=
nv
N2v
Vp
(∑
k∈Uv
(yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk))Ik
pik
)
4
6
(
nv
Nv
· 1
λ
+ nv max
k 6=`∈Uv
|pik` − pikpi`|
)
· 1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
(
yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk)
)2
= O (1)
by (H1) - (H3) and (4). Using (5), the second term of the right-side of (8) may be
written as∑
`∈Uv
m̂∗rf (x`)− m˜∗N,rf (x`)
Nv
α` =
1
Nv
∑
`∈Uv
∑
i∈Uv
W˜ ∗Ni(x`)yiαiα` =
1
Nv
∑
`∈Uv
(∑
i∈Uv
zilαi
)
α`
where zi` = W˜ ∗Ni(x`)yi and |zi`| < |yi|/N0v by proposition 2.1 du paper. Now, we can
write
nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
`∈Uv
(m̂∗rf (x`)− m˜∗N,rf (x`))α`
}2
=
nv
N2v
Ep
∑
k∈Uv
∑
`∈Uv
(∑
i∈Uv
zikαi
)(∑
j∈Uv
zj`αj
)
αkα`
=
nv
N2v
 ∑
i,j,k,`∈D4,Nv
zikzj`Ep(αiαjαkα`) +
∑
i,k,`∈D3,Nv
zikzi`Ep(α2iαkα`) +
∑
i,k∈D2,Nv
z2ikEp(α2iα2k)

+
nv
N2v
 ∑
i,k∈D2,Nv
zikzkkEp(α3iαk) +
∑
k∈Uv
z2kkEp(α4k)

≤ C1 nv
N2v
N4
N20v
max
i,j,k,`∈D4,Nv
∣∣∣∣Ep [(Ii − pii) (Ij − pij) (Ik − pik) (I` − pi`)]∣∣∣∣ 1N ∑
k∈Uv
y2k
+C2
nv
N2v
N3v
N20v
max
i,k,`∈D3,Nv
∣∣∣∣Ep [(Ii − pii)2 (Ik − pik) (I` − pi`)]∣∣∣∣ 1Nv ∑
k∈Uv
y2k
+C3
nv
N2v
N2v
N20v
max
i,k∈D2,Nv
∣∣∣∣Ep [(Ii − pii)2 (Ik − pik)2]∣∣∣∣ 1Nv ∑
k∈Uv
y2k
+C4
nv
N2v
N2v
N20v
max
k,`∈D2,Nv
∣∣∣∣Ep [(Ik − pik)3 (I` − pi`)]∣∣∣∣ 1Nv ∑
k∈Uv
y2k
+C5
nv
N2v
Nv
N20v
max
k∈Uv
∣∣∣∣Ep [(Ik − pik)4]∣∣∣∣ 1Nv ∑
k∈Uv
y2k
= O
(
1
nv
)
by (H1) - (H4) and C1, . . . , C5 are positive constants not depending on nv, Nv. Finally,
the cross-product can be bounded by using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
nvEp
(
t̂pgd − ty
Nv
· 1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
(
m̂∗rf (xk)− m˜∗N,rf (xk)
)
αk
)
5
≤
√
Ep
(√
nv
Nv
(t̂pgd − ty)
)2√√√√Ep(√nv
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
(m̂∗rf (xk)− m˜∗N,rf (xk))αk
)2
= O
(
1√
nv
)
.
Result 2.3. Consider a sequence of population RF estimators {t̂∗rf}. Then, the vari-
ance estimator V̂rf (t̂∗rf ) is design-consistent for the asymptotic variance AVp
(
t̂∗rf
)
.
That is,
lim
v→∞
Ep
(
nv
N2v
∣∣∣∣V̂rf (t̂∗rf )− AVp(t̂∗rf )∣∣∣∣) = 0.
Proof Consider the following decomposition
nv
(
V̂p
(
N−1v t̂
∗
rf
)− AVp (N−1v t̂∗rf))
= nv
(
V̂p
(
N−1v t̂
∗
rf
)− V̂p (N−1v t̂pgd))+ nv (V̂p (N−1v t̂pgd)− AVp (N−1v t̂∗rf))
(9)
where V̂p
(
N−1v t̂pgd
)
is the pseudo-type variance estimator of Vp
(
N−1v t̂pgd
)
=
AVp
(
N−1v t̂
∗
rf
)
given by
V̂p
(
N−1v t̂pgd
)
=
1
N2v
∑
k∈Uv
∑
`∈Uv
pik` − pikpi`
pik`
yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk)
pik
y` − m˜∗N,rf (x`)
pi`
IkI`.
Now, to prove that the consistency of the first term from right of (9), we use the
same decomposition as in Goga and Ruiz-Gazen (2014). Denote e˜k = yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk),
eˆk = yk − m̂∗rf (xk) and ck` =
pik` − pikpi`
pik`pikpi`
IkI`. Then,
nv(V̂p
(
N−1v t̂
∗
rf
)− V̂p (N−1v t̂pgd)) = nvN2v
∑
k∈Uv
∑
`∈Uv
ck` (eˆkeˆ` − e˜ke˜`)
=
nv
N2v
∑
k∈Uv
∑
`∈Uv
ck` [(eˆk − e˜k)(eˆ` − e˜`) + e˜k(eˆ` − e˜`) + e˜`(eˆk − e˜k)]
= A1 + A2 + A3.
We have eˆk − e˜k = m˜∗N,rf (xk)− m̂∗rf (xk), k ∈ Uv and
Ep|A1| ≤
(
nv
λ2Nv
+
nvmaxk 6=`∈Uv |pik` − pikpi`|
λ∗λ2
)
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
Ep(eˆk − e˜k)2 = o(1)
6
by assumptions (H2)-(H3) and relation (6). Using the same arguments, we obtain that
Ep|A2| = o(1) and Ep|A3| = o(1). We get then
nvEp|V̂p
(
N−1v t̂
∗
rf
)− V̂p (N−1v t̂pgd) | = o(1).
The second term from right of (9) concerns the consistency of the estimator of the
Horvitz-Thompson variance computed for the population residuals yk−m˜∗N,rf (xk), k ∈
Uv. The proof of this consistency (Breidt and Opsomer, 2000) requires assumptions
only on the higher order inclusion probabilities (H3) and (H9) as well as finite forth
moment of yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk) :
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
(yk − m˜∗N,rf (xk))4 ≤
4
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
(y4k + (m˜
∗
N,rf (xk))
4) <∞
by (H8) and Proposition 2.1. So,
nvEp|V̂p
(
N−1v t̂pgd
)− AVp (N−1v t̂∗rf) | = o(1)
and the result follows.
2.2 RF model-assisted estimator t̂rf
Result 2.4. Consider a sequence of estimators {t̂rf}. Then, the sequence of estimators
{t̂rf} is asymptotically design-unbiased and design-consistent for ty; that is,
Ep
[
1
Nv
(
t̂rf − ty
)]
= O(n−1/2v ) with ξ-probability one.
Further, for all η > 0,
Ep
[
1|t̂rf−ty |>Nvη
]
= O(n−1/2v ) with ξ-probability one.
Proof Consider as before αk =
Ik
pik
− 1, k ∈ Uv. Then,
1
Nv
(
t̂rf − ty
)
=
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
m̂rf (xk) +
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
yk − m̂rf (xk)
pik
− 1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
yk
=
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
ykαk − 1
Nv
∑
`∈Uv
m̂rf (x`)α`
=
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
ykαk − 1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
(∑
`∈Uv
Ŵnk (x`)α`
)
Ikyk
pik
7
since m̂(x`) =
∑
k∈Uv Ŵnk(x`)ykIkpi
−1
k . We get then
Ep
∣∣∣∣ 1Nv (t̂rf − ty)
∣∣∣∣
6
√√√√ 1
N2v
Ep
(∑
k∈Uv
ykαk
)2
+
√√√√ 1
Nv
Ep
∑
k∈Uv
(
Ikyk
pik
)2√√√√ 1
Nv
Ep
∑
k∈Uv
(∑
`∈Uv
Ŵnk (x`)α`
)2
.
We have Ep(N−1v (
∑
k∈Uv ykαk))
2 = O(1/nv) and Ep(N−1v
∑
k∈Uv
(
Ikykpi
−1
k
)2
) = O(1)
from assumptions (H1)-(H3) and using the same arguments as in the proof of result
(2.1). Now,
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
Ep
(∑
`∈Uv
Ŵnk(x`)α`
)2
=
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
Ep
(∑
j,`∈Uv
Ŵnk (xj) Ŵnk (x`)αjα`
)
. (10)
We introduce the following notations:
1
(b)
k,S,x = 1An
(
x,θ
(S)
b
) (xk) ,
N̂ (b)n,x =
∑
k∈Uv
Ik
pik
1
An
(
x,θ
(S)
b
) (xk)ψ(b,S)k .
and let N˜ (b)n,x be the number of individuals k from the population Uk falling in
An
(
x, θ
(S)
b
)
:
N˜ (b)n,x =
∑
k∈Uv
1
An
(
x,θ
(S)
b
) (xk)ψ(b,S)k .
This quantity will serve us only for theoretical results. Lemma A.2 from Toth and
Eltinge (2011) gives us that
1
N2v
Ep(N̂ (b)n,x − N˜ (b)n,x)2 = O
(
1
nv
)
. (11)
Assumptions on the minimal number of elements n0v give us N̂
(b)
n,x ≥ n0v > 0 and
N˜
(b)
n,x ≥ n0v > 0 uniformly in x and b; Nv/n0v = O(1). Consider the following decom-
position
1
N̂
(b)
n,x
=
1
N̂
(b)
n,x
− 1
N˜
(b)
n,x
+
1
N˜
(b)
n,x
,
then
Ŵnk(x) =
1
B
B∑
b=1
ψ
(b,S)
k 1
(b)
k,S,x
N̂
(b)
n,x
=
1
B
B∑
b=1
(
N˜
(b)
n,x − N̂ (b)n,x
N̂
(b)
n,xN˜
(b)
n,x
)
ψ
(b,S)
k 1
(b)
k,S,x +
1
B
B∑
b=1
1
N˜
(b)
n,x
ψ
(b,S)
k 1
(b)
k,S,x
8
= Ak,x + Bk,x.
Using this decomposition, relation (10) becomes:
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
∑
j,`∈Uv
Ep
(
Ŵnk (xj) Ŵnk (x`)αjα`
)
=
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
∑
j,`∈Uv
{Ep
(Ak,xjAk,x`αjα`)+ Ep (Ak,xjBk,x`αjα`)
+Ep
(Bk,xjAk,x`αjα`)+ Ep (Bk,xjBk,x`αjα`)}
= A+ B + C +D. (12)
For A, we have:
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
∑
j,`∈Uv
Ep
(Ak,xjAk,x`αjα`)
=
1
B2Nv
B∑
b,t=1
∑
k∈Uv
∑
j,`∈Uv
Ep
{(
N˜
(b)
n,xj − N̂ (b)n,xj
N̂
(b)
n,xjN˜
(b)
n,xj
)(
N˜
(t)
n,x` − N̂ (t)n,x`
N̂
(t)
n,x`N˜
(t)
n,x`
)
ψ
(t)
k ψ
(b)
k 1
(b)
k,S,xj
1
(t)
k,S,x`
pi2k
αjα`
}
=
1
B2
B∑
b,t=1
A(b,t).
Let
γ
(b,t)
j,` =
∑
k∈Uv
ψ
(b,S)
k ψ
(t,S)
k
pi2k
1
(b)
k,S,x`
1
(t)
k,S,xj
= O(Nv), (13)
uniformly in b, t = 1, . . . , B. So, for b, t = 1, . . . , B, A(b,t) can be bounded as follows
A(b,t) 6 1
Nv
Ep
∑
j,`∈Uv
∣∣∣∣
(
N˜
(b)
n,xj − N̂ (b)n,xj
N̂
(b)
n,xjN˜
(b)
n,xj
)(
N˜
(t)
n,x` − N̂ (t)n,x`
N̂
(t)
n,x`N˜
(t)
n,x`
)
αjα`
∣∣∣∣|γ(b,t)j,` |
6 1
λ4
∑
j,`∈Uv
√√√√Ep(N˜ (b)n,xj − N̂ (b)n,xj
N̂
(b)
n,xjN˜
(b)
n,xj
)2
Ep
(
N˜
(t)
n,x` − N̂ (t)n,x`
N̂
(t)
n,x`N˜
(t)
n,x`
)2
= O
(
1
nv
)
uniformly in b, t = 1, . . . , B and
A = O
(
1
nv
)
. (14)
The terms B and C are symmetric, therefore they behave similarly. We have:
B = 1
Nv
∑
k∈U
∑
j,`∈Uv
Ep
(Ak,xjBk,x`αjα`)
9
=
1
Nv
Ep
∑
k∈Uv
∑
j,`∈Uv
{
1
B
B∑
b=1
(
N˜
(b)
n,xj − N̂ (b)n,xj
N̂
(b)
n,xjN˜
(b)
n,xj
)
ψ
(b,S)
k
pik
1
(b)
k,S,xj
}(
1
B
B∑
t=1
1
N˜
(t)
n,x`
ψ
(t,S)
k
pik
1
(t)
k,S,x`
)
αjα`
=
1
B2
B∑
b,t=1
1
Nv
Ep
∑
j,`∈Uv
(
N˜
(b)
n,xj − N̂ (b)n,xj
N̂
(b)
n,xjN˜
(b)
n,xj
)
· γ
(b,t)
j,l
N˜
(t)
n,x`
αjα`
=
1
B2
B∑
b,t=1
B(b,t).
Write
B(b,t) = 1
Nv
Ep
{∑
j∈Uv
(
N˜
(b)
n,xj − N̂ (b)n,xj
N̂
(b)
n,xjN˜
(b)
n,xj
αj
)
·
(∑
`∈Uv
γ
(b,t)
j,`
N˜
(t)
n,x`
α`
)}
6
√√√√Ep∑
j∈Uv
(
N˜
(b)
n,xj − N̂ (b)n,xj
N̂
(b)
n,xjN˜
(b)
n,xj
αj
)2
·
√√√√ 1
N2v
Ep
∑
j∈Uv
∑
`,`′∈Uv
γ
(b,t)
j,` γ
(b,t)
j,`′
N˜
(t)
n,x`N˜
(t)
S,x`′
α`α`′
Now,
Ep
∑
j∈Uv
(
N˜
(b)
n,xj − N̂ (b)n,xj
N̂
(b)
n,xjN˜
(b)
n,xj
αj
)2 = O
(
1
n2v
)
uniformly in b, t = 1, . . . , B by assumptions (H1), (C3)-(C4) and relation (11) and
1
N2v
Ep
∑
j∈Uv
∑
`,`′∈Uv
γ
(b,t)
j,` γ
(b,t)
j,`′
N˜
(t)
n,x`N˜
(t)
n,x`′
α`α`′
=
1
N2v
∑
j∈Uv
Ep
∑
`∈Uv
(γ
(b,t)
j,` )
2
(N˜
(b)
n,xj)
2
α2` +
1
N2v
∑
j∈Uv
Ep
∑
`,`′ 6=`∈Uv
γ
(b,t)
j,` γ
(b,t)
j,`′
N˜
(t)
n,x`N˜
(t)
n,xl′
α`α`′
6 1
n20v
∑
j,`∈Uv
Ep(α2`) +
1
N2v
∑
j∈Uv
E
∑
`,`′ 6=`∈Uv
γ
(b,t)
j,` γ
(b,t)
j,`′
N˜
(t)
n,x`N˜
(t)
n,x`′
E(α`αl′ |PˆS)
6 N
2
v
λn20v
+
N2v
nvn20v
∑
j∈Uv
E(nvmax
`6=`′
|E(α`αl′ |PˆS)|)
= O(1)
by assumptions (H5), (C3), (C4) and relation (13). We can conclude that B(b,t) =
O (n−1v ) uniformly in b, t = 1, . . . , B. By consequence,
B = O
(
1
nv
)
. (15)
Finally, consider the last term from (12):
D = 1
Nv
Ep
∑
k∈Uv
∑
j,`∈Uv
Bk,xjBk,x`αjα`
10
=
1
B2
B∑
b,t=1
1
Nv
Ep
∑
k∈Uv
∑
j,`∈Uv
ψ
(b,S)
k ψ
(t,S)
k 1
(t)
k,S,x`
1
(b)
k,S,xj
N˜
(t)
n,xjN˜
(b)
n,x`pi
2
k
αjα`
=
1
B2
B∑
b,t=1
D(b,t)
and
D(b,t) = 1
Nv
Ep
∑
k∈Uv
∑
j∈Uv
ψ
(b,S)
k ψ
(t,S)
k 1
(t)
k,S,xj
1
(b)
k,S,xj
N˜
(t)
n,xjN˜
(b)
n,xjpi
2
k
α2j
+
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
∑
j 6=`∈Uv
Ep
(
ψ
(b,S)
k ψ
(t,S)
k 1
(t)
k,S,xj
1
(b)
k,S,x`
pi2kN˜
(t)
n,xjN˜
(b)
n,x`
αjα`
)
6 1
λ2n20v
∑
j∈Uv
Ep(α2j ) +
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
∑
j 6=`∈Uv
E
{
ψ
(b,S)
k ψ
(t,S)
k 1
(t)
k,S,xj
1
(b)
k,S,x`
pi2kN˜
(t)
n,xjN˜
(b)
n,x`
E(αjα`|PˆS)
}
= O
(
1
nv
)
uniformly in b, t = 1, . . . , B, so
D = O
(
1
nv
)
. (16)
Combining relations (14), (15) and (16), we get
1
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
Ep
(∑
j∈Uv
Ŵnk(xj)αj
)2
= O
(
1
nv
)
and
Ep
∣∣∣∣ 1Nv (t̂rf − ty)
∣∣∣∣ = O( 1√nv
)
.
Result 2.5. Consider a sequence of RF estimators {t̂rf}. Then,
√
nv
Nv
(
t̂rf − ty
)
=
√
nv
Nv
(
t̂pgd − ty
)
+ oP(1)
and
nvEp
(
t̂rf − ty
Nv
)2
=
nv
N2v
∑
k∈Uv
∑
`∈Uv
(pik` − pikpi`) yk − m˜N,rf (xk)
pik
y` − m˜N,rf (x`)
pi`
+ o(1),
where t̂pgd =
∑
k∈Uv
m˜N,rf (xk) +
∑
k∈Uv
yk − m˜N,rf (xk)
pik
.
11
Proof We have
m˜N,rf (xk) =
∑
`∈U
W˜N`(xk)y`, (17)
where
W˜N`(xk) =
1
B
B∑
b=1
ψ
(b,U)
` 1AN
(
xk,θ
(U)
b
) (x`)
NN(xk, θ
(U)
b )
, (18)
with NN(xk, θ
(U)
b ) =
∑
`∈U ψ
(b,U)
` 1AN
(
xk,θ
(U)
b
) (x`) denoting the number of elements in
the terminal node containing xk in the bth regression tree. The estimator m̂rf (xk) is
given by
m̂rf (xk) =
∑
`∈S
Ŵn`(xk)y`
pi`
, (19)
with
Ŵn`(xk) =
1
B
B∑
b=1
ψ
(b,S)
` 1An
(
xk,θ
(S)
b
) (x`)
N̂n(xk, θ
(S)
b )
, ` ∈ S (20)
where N̂n(xk, θ
(S)
b ) =
∑
`∈U I`pi
−1
` ψ
(b,S)
` 1An
(
xk,θ
(S)
b
) (x`).
The proof will follow the same steps as in the proof of result (2.2). We need to
show again that
nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
(m̂rf (xk)− m˜N,rf (xk))αk
}2
= o(1).
Consider again the notations introduced in the proof of result (2.4):
1
(b)
k,S,x = 1An
(
x,θ
(S)
b
) (xk) ,
N˜ (b)n,x =
∑
k∈Uv
1
An
(
x,θ
(S)
b
) (xk)ψ(b,S)k ,
N̂ (b)n,x =
∑
k∈Uv
Ik
pik
1
An
(
x,θ
(S)
b
) (xk)ψ(b,S)k .
and the following supplementary notations:
1
(b)
k,U,x = 1AN(x,θUb )
(xk)
N
(b)
N,x =
∑
k∈Uv
1AN(x,θUb )
(xk)ψ
(b,U)
k .
For all k ∈ Uv, we write
m̂rf (xk)− m˜rf (xk) = 1
B
B∑
b=1
(m̂b(xk)− m˜b(xk)) ,
12
with
m̂b(xk) =
∑
`∈Sv
pi−1` ψ
(b,S)
` 1An
(
xk,θ
(S)
b
) (x`) y`∑
j∈Sv pi
−1
j ψ
(b,S)
j 1An
(
xk,θ
(S)
b
) (xj) =
t̂
(b)
y (xk)
N̂
(b)
n,xk
,
and
m˜b(xk) =
∑
`∈Uv
ψ
(b,U)
` 1AN
(
xk,θ
(U)
b
) (x`) y`∑
j∈Uv Ijpi
−1
j ψ
(b,U)
j 1AN
(
xk,θ
(U)
b
) (xj) =
t
(b)
y (xk)
N
(b)
N,xk
.
Now,
nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
(m̂rf (xk)− m˜rf (xk))αk
}2
6 1
B
B∑
b=1
nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
(m̂b(xk)− m˜b(xk))αk
}2
and we will show that for all b = 1, . . . , B,
nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
(m̂b(xk)− m˜b(xk))αk
}2
= o(1).
Consider the following decomposition:
m̂b(xk)− m˜b(xk) = 1
N
(b)
N,xk
(
t(b)y (xk)− N̂ (b)n,xk · m˜b(xk)
)
+
(
1
N̂
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)(
t(b)y (xk)− N̂ (b)n,xk · m˜b(xk)
)
. (21)
Now,
t(b)y (xk)− N̂ (b)n,xk · m˜b(xk) = T
(b)
1k + T
(b)
2k , (22)
where
T
(b)
1k =
∑
`∈Uv
α`ψ
(b,S)
` 1
(b)
`,S,xk
(
y` − m˜b(xk)
)
,
T
(b)
2k =
∑
`∈Uv
(
ψ
(b,S)
` 1
(b)
`,S,xk
− ψ(b,U)` 1(b)`,U,xk
)(
y` − m˜b(xk)
)
,
we have also used the fact that∑
`∈Uv
ψ
(b,U)
` 1
(b)
l,U,xk
(
y` − m˜b(xk)
)
= 0.
For all b in 1, 2, ..., B, we have
nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
(
m̂b(xk)− m˜b(xk)
)
αk
}2
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6 4nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
αk
T
(b)
1k
N
(b)
N,xk
}2
+
4nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
αk
T
(b)
2k
N
(b)
N,xk
}2
+
2nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
αk
(
1
N̂
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)(
T
(b)
1k + T
(b)
2k
)}2
= H
(b)
1 +H
(b)
2 +H
(b)
3 .
Now,
H
(b)
1 =
4nv
N2v
∑
i,j,k,`∈Uv
(yi − m˜b(xk)) (yi − m˜b(x`))
N
(b)
N,xk
N
(b)
N,x`
× Ep
(
αiαjαkα`ψ
(b,S)
i ψ
(b,S)
j 1
(b)
i,S,xk
1
(b)
j,S,x`
)
=
4nv
N2v
∑
i,j,k,`∈Uv
(yi − m˜b(xk)) (yj − m˜b(x`))
N
(b)
N,xk
N
(b)
N,x`
E
{
E
(
αiαjαkα`
∣∣∣∣P̂S)ψ(b,S)i ψ(b,S)j 1(b)i,S,xk1(b)j,S,x`}.
Now, by considering the different cases of one, two, three and four distincts elements
from Uv and under (H5) and (H6), we obtain thatH
(b)
1 = o(1) uniformly in b = 1, . . . , B
(see also the proof of result (2.2)). For H(b)2 , write
H
(b)
2 =
4nv
N2v
Ep
( ∑
k,`∈Uv
T
(b)
2k
N
(b)
N,xk
T
(b)
2`
N
(b)
N,x`
αkα`
)
6 C
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
Ep
(
T
(b)
2k
N
)2
= o(1)
by assumptions (C1), (C2) and (H7). Consider now the term H(b)3 which can be bound
as follows:
H
(b)
3 =
2nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
αk
(
1
N̂
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)(
T
(b)
1k + T
(b)
2k
)}2
6 4nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
αk
(
1
N̂
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)
T
(b)
1k
}2
+
4nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
αk
(
1
N̂
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)
T
(b)
2k
}2
= H(b)∗ +H
(b)
∗∗ (23)
H(b)∗ =
4nv
N2v
Ep
∑
k∈Uv
∑
`∈Uv
αkα`
(
1
N̂
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)(
1
N̂
(b)
n,x`
− 1
N
(b)
N,x`
)
T
(b)
1k T
(b)
1`
6 4nv
λ2N2v
Ep
∑
k∈Uv
∑
`∈Uv
∣∣∣∣∣ 1N̂ (b)n,xk − 1N (b)N,xk
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ 1N̂ (b)n,x` − 1N (b)N,x`
∣∣∣∣∣ |T (b)1k ||T (b)1` |
6 Cnv
λ2N4v
Ep
(∑
k∈Uv
∣∣∣∣∣N̂
(b)
n,xk −N (b)N,xk
Nv
∣∣∣∣∣ |T (b)1k |
)2
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6 Cnv
λ2Nv
∑
k∈Uv
Ep

(
N̂
(b)
n,xk −N (b)N,xk
Nv
)2(
T
(b)
1k
Nv
)2
for a positive constant C; we have used the fact that N̂ (b)n,xk ≥ n0v > 0, N (b)N,xk ≥ N0v > 0
and Nv/n0v and Nv/N0v are uniformly bounded. Now,
Ep

(
N̂
(b)
n,xk −N (b)N,xk
Nv
)2(
T
(b)
1k
Nv
)2
6 2Ep

(
N̂
(b)
n,xk − N˜ (b)n,xk
Nv
)2(
T
(b)
1k
Nv
)2+ 2Ep

(
N˜
(b)
n,xk −N (b)N,xk
Nv
)2(
T
(b)
1k
Nv
)2
(24)
Using the fact that N̂ (b)n,xk − N˜ (b)n,xk =
∑
`∈Uv α`1An
(
xk,θ
(S)
b
) (x`)ψ(b,S)l , the first term from
the right side of (24) is O(n−2) by considering again the different cases of one, two,
three and four distincts elements from Uv and assumption (H5) and (H6). The second
term from the right side of (24) is also O(n−2) because
Ep

(
N˜
(b)
n,xk −N (b)N,xk
Nv
)2(
T
(b)
1k
Nv
)2 = E

(
N˜
(b)
n,xk −N (b)N,xk
Nv
)2
E
(T (b)1k
Nv
)2
|P̂S

6 C
nv
Ep
(
N˜
(b)
n,xk −N (b)N,xk
Nv
)2
= O
(
1
n2
)
and by consequence,
H(b)∗ = o(1). (25)
Consider now H(b)∗∗ from (23):
H(b)∗∗ =
4nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
αk
(
1
N̂
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)
T
(b)
2k
}2
6 8nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
αk
(
1
N̂
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N˜
(b)
n,xk
)
T
(b)
2k
}2
+
8nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
αk
(
1
N˜
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)
T
(b)
2k
}2
= H
(b)
1∗∗ +H
(b)
2∗∗. (26)
Following the same steps as for H(b)∗ , we get for H
(b)
1∗∗ :
H
(b)
1∗∗ =
8nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
∑
`∈Uv
αkα`
(
1
N̂
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N˜
(b)
n,xk
)(
1
N̂
(b)
n,x`
− 1
N˜
(b)
n,x`
)
T
(b)
2k T
(b)
2`
}
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6 Cnv
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
Ep

(
N̂
(b)
n,xk − N˜ (b)n,xk
Nv
)2(
T
(b)
2k
Nv
)2 = o(1) (27)
since
Ep

(
N̂
(b)
n,xk − N˜ (b)n,xk
Nv
)2(
T
(b)
2k
Nv
)2 = E

(
T
(b)
2k
Nv
)2
E
(N̂ (b)n,xk − N˜ (b)n,xk
Nv
)2
|P̂S

6 C
nv
Ep
(
T
(b)
2k
Nv
)2
= O
(
1
n2v
)
,
by assumption H7. Finally, H(b)2∗∗ is also going to zero since:
H
(b)
2∗∗ =
8nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
αk
(
1
N˜
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)
T
(b)
2k
}2
=
8nv
N2v
Ep
∑
k∈Uv
α2k
(
1
N˜
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)2
(T
(b)
2k )
2

+
8nv
N2v
Ep
{∑
k∈Uv
∑
6`=k∈Uv
αkα`
(
1
N˜
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)(
1
N˜
(b)
n,x`
− 1
N
(b)
N,x`
)
T
(b)
2k T
(b)
2`
}
6 8nv
λ2N2v
∑
k∈Uv
Ep

(
1
N˜
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)2
(T
(b)
2k )
2

+
8nv
N2v
E
{
max
k, 6`=k∈Uv
|Ep(αkα`|P̂S)|
∑
k∈Uv
∑
6`=k∈Uv
∣∣∣∣∣ 1N˜ (b)n,xk − 1N (b)N,xk
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ 1N˜ (b)n,x` − 1N (b)N,x`
∣∣∣∣∣ |T (b)2k ||T (b)2` |
}
6 Cnv
N2v
∑
k∈Uv
Ep
(
T
(b)
2k
Nv
)2
+
C
Nv
∑
k∈Uv
Ep

(
1
N˜
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)2
(T
(b)
2k )
2
 = o(1).
We have used the fact that
(
(N˜
(b)
n,xk −N (b)N,xk)/N˜
(b)
n,xkN
(b)
N,xk
)2
≤ C/N2v uniformly in
k ∈ Uv.
Result 2.6. Consider a sequence of population RF estimators {t̂rf}. Then, the vari-
ance estimator V̂rf (t̂rf ) is asymptotically design-consistent for the asymptotic variance
AVp
(
t̂rf
)
. That is,
lim
v→∞
Ep
(
nv
N2v
∣∣∣∣V̂rf (t̂rf )− AVp(t̂rf )∣∣∣∣) = 0.
Proof The proof follows the same steps as those of result (2.3). We need to show that
Ep(m̂rf (xk)− m˜rf (xk))2 = o(1)
16
uniformly in k ∈ Uv. We have
m̂rf (xk)− m˜rf (xk) = 1
B
B∑
b=1
(m̂b(xk)− m˜b(xk)) , k ∈ Uv
and we use the same decomposition as in the proof of result (2.5):
m̂b(xk)− m˜b(xk) = 1
N
(b)
N,xk
(
T
(b)
1k + T
(b)
2k
)
+
(
1
N̂
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)(
T
(b)
1k + T
(b)
2k
)
.
= A
(b)
k +B
(b)
k + C
(b)
k +D
(b)
k .
Now,
Ep
(
A
(b)
k
)2
= Ep
(
T
(b)
1k
N
(b)
N,xk
)2
= Ep
{
1
N
(b)
N,xk
∑
`∈Uv
α`ψ
(b,S)
` 1
(b)
`,S,xk
(
y` − m˜b(xk)
)}2
= o(1)
and
Ep
(
B
(b)
k
)2
= Ep
 1(N (b)N,xk)2
∑
`∈Uv
(
ψ
(b,S)
` 1
(b)
`,S,xk
− ψ(b,U)` 1(b)`,U,xk
)(
y` − m˜b(xk)
)
2
= o(1)
under the assumed assumptions. For C(b)k , we have
Ep
(
C
(b)
k
)2
= Ep
{(
1
N̂
(b)
n,xk
− 1
N
(b)
N,xk
)
T
(b)
1k
}2
= Ep
∑
i,j∈Uv
(
yi − m˜b(xk)
)(
yj − m˜b(xk)
)(
N
(b)
N,xk
− N̂ (b)n,xk
N
(b)
N,xk
N̂
(b)
n,xk
)2
αiαjψ
(b,S)
i 1
(b)
i,S,xk
ψ
(b,S)
i 1
(b)
j,S,xk
6 1
Nv
∑
i∈Uv
(yi − m˜b(xk))2Ep
(
N̂
(b)
n,xk −N (b)N,xk
Nv
)2
= o(1).
Similar arguments may be used to show that Ep
(
D(b)
)2
= o(1) which concludes that
Ep(m̂b(xk)− m˜b(xk))2 = o(1) uniformly in k ∈ Uv and b = 1, . . . , B.
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